
How School Works

By Josh B



To my Bffs Lachie, Luka, Cooper and Ellie





One morning in the
Wingleewop

neighborhood there
was a bright soul

named Josh.

He was so happy to be going to
school, he hopped out of his bed with

joy and opened the door.1



Josh                down
stairs and grabbed

his bag.    

RANRANRAN

He left the house saying, " Bye mum" and
walked down the street.2



Josh ran to school and entered inside. While
admiring his new school he found his classroom
3482. Josh went in and found so many children.

He was so excited to meet new friends!
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“Hello there,” a boy said sitting beside Josh. “Hello, my
name is Josh, what is yours?” Josh asked with a big grin.

“My name is Lachlan, want to play
together?” asked Lachlan. “Sure!” Josh

said.4



While Josh was making lots of friends, Josh noticed there
was a big, scary and strong Year two kid speaking to another

child and said, “Give me your lunch money, NOW!” he
shouted to the kid. The boy was so afraid he nearly cried.
Well Josh knew how people could be a little grumpy and

disappointed when not spending a lot of time with your parents
but you shouldn’t be mean to other kids to get your way,

“Hi big kid, umm are you ok?”
Josh said with a smile but that’s

when the tough kid looked at
Josh.
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Maybe the bully owned the big bad wolf and ate him, maybe
he moved schools… but that could have not happened.

Josh never knew what a bully was, if he knew he
would have thought it was a bull boy but Josh waswrong.

 Lachlan saw in the distance what was
happening and Lachlan shouted to Josh,

“Don’t Josh, do not talk with him!”
Lachlan was really worried now because
of what happened to the last person who
wanted to talk with the bully. Maybe he
got destroyed by rockets from the bully,
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Lachie yelled, “run Josh run!” Josh ran straight away with
Lachie by his side. They thought that he must not be fast

but Fred was just getting started. Lachie pulled Josh to the
left hallway and made a big screeching noise. Josh saw

three doors ahead and quickly chose one of them, “Lachie
lets pick the door on the left, that will help us confuse him

on which door we chose.”
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 “Ok? Well nice to meetyou five." "Say have yougot any idea what me andLachlan can do to facethat bully?” Josh askedLuke. “The bullies name isFred but I am sorry I havegot no clue what to do tohelp you two. I can getmy buddies and me tohelp distract him,” Lukesaid. “Sure that would behelpful,” Josh said.

Josh and Lachie raced into a
secure room where the bully
Fred, wouldn't catch them.

They look around and find 5
new kids they have never
seen at the school.“ Umm

who are you kids?” Josh said
nervously. One replied by
saying, “My name is Luke,

these kids are Bob, Scarlet,
Siena and Jakeb.”
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 “Yes, ok but will your friends distract him for long?”
Josh asked. “I am not sure,” said Luke before Fred

busted the door down. “NOW!”. 

“Ok, my buddies can…hmm…go help by asking questions to
Fred the bully. I can go with you,  Josh and Lachlan and
we will go and run to the teacher,” Luke said in a cool

like accent.
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“Oh no, the buddies can't stop
him… PLAN B! Run down the
shortcut way to the teachers

office…” Luke said.

Josh, Lachlan and Luke ran as fast as they could past Fred.
“Hey come back here!” Fred yelled while  running after

Lachlan, Josh and Luke.

 Their shoes made a
screeching sound while

turning corners. The
sounds of huffing and
puffing were heard by

each other. They
reached the door and
quickly entered in the

classroom.“Teacher! We
need help”.
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“What’s the problem boys?” Mrs K asked.
“There is a boy called Fred that is trying to

destroy us! Can you please help me and Josh
fix the problem?” Lachie said terrified “Ok, I
can help you, just let me talk with Fred and
we can sort everything out,” Mrs K said in a

charming voice.

 Mrs K walked over to
Fred on the other side of
the door and said, “Now
Fred, can you please tell
me whats wrong? These

two boys have been 
 worried that you are
going to hurt them.”

“Well, I just want some
friends, no one would let

me play with them...”
Fred said sobbing.
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Josh and Lachie peaked their heads out of the door and asked Fred, “We can be
your friend, why did you never ask?” “I thought by scaring people would make

them respect me, what did I do wrong?” Fred asked Lachie and Josh.
“Well being kind and sharing your love
with them will create friendship, thats

how me and Josh are BFFs” Lachie said to
Fred. “I get it now, thank you for teaching
me how to make friends. Lachie and Josh
how can I repay you?” Fred asked. “Just
don’t bully anymore people.” Luke ran
down the hallway with his buddies and
saw Fred in front of him, “ Friend!” Fred

said with a smile while Luke was blushing.
The two kids Lachie and Josh had a big

happy year ahead.
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My name is Josh and I am 11 years old. I come
from Australia and want to write a book about
what creates peace in school. I have
experienced it and would like to share how to
do this. 

My dreams are to have a peaceful world with
nothing except kindness, love, generosity and
peace, School is a place to learn what to do
and should be a place for kindness and love.

I have lots of friends from Primary school, so
many, in fact lots of them are Bff's. What we
all normally do is play online games with each
other, go around to each others houses and do
what friends do.  I hope you enjoy my book.





This book is about a boy called Josh trying to
make friends and buddies but he stumbles onto
Fred the big bad bully. can Josh stop Fred's evil

plans to break the school Friendships? 
 

Find out reading How School Works


